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Dishonesty in the Hunt for Terrorists

In 1978, when Congress passed the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, it built a wall between information collected for national security and for
ordinary crime. The wall is critical because the act allows wiretapping and the search of espionage and terrorism suspects under more lenient standards
than the Constitution permits in criminal prosecutions. If information collected under FISA flowed freely to criminal prosecutors, it would be a giant
end run around the Fourth Amendment.

The Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court was set up to make sure federal spies stick to the rules. In a May ruling that came to light last week, the
court identified 75 cases in which the Federal Bureau of Investigation breached the wall of separation. Criminal investigators were allowed to direct
the use of intelligence wiretaps. And information being collected by intelligence investigators was handed over, without the court's permission, for use
in criminal prosecutions.

The court said the F.B.I. repeatedly made false statements in eavesdropping applications. In one instance, the office of Louis Freeh, then the F.B.I.
director, certified, wrongly, that the target of an intelligence wiretap application was not under criminal investigation. In another, the F.B.I. claimed to
the court that its intelligence and criminal squads were separate when the agents were in a single unit with one supervisor for both investigations. The
bulk of the improper actions occurred during the Clinton administration, a fact that should be noted by those who believe civil liberties were
unassailable until the Republicans took the White House.

The revelations about the F.B.I. came in a decision by the court rejecting a Justice Department request to erode further the wall between intelligence
and criminal investigations. Attorney General John Ashcroft would like criminal prosecutors to have a major role in directing foreign intelligence
surveillances from start to finish. The FISA court made clear in its opinion that it has long permitted sharing of information collected under
international espionage rules with criminal prosecutors under ''controlled circumstances.'' But the court wisely rejected handing this power over
wholesale to criminal prosecutors. The Bush administration says it plans to appeal, but the ruling should be upheld.

The day before the ruling came to light, a coalition of civil liberties groups announced that it was filing a request for information about the
pervasiveness of domestic spying. Last week's revelations about the F.B.I.'s tactics are a powerful reminder of why the public needs to know more
about how the government is prosecuting the war on terror.
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